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Why your veterinarian cannot afford to always
tell you the truth...
(This article is also available as a simple text file version)

How veterinarians become owners of animal hospitals
In order to run an animal hospital or clinic for treatment of sick pets, you need a
license to practice veterinarian medicine. Licenses like those are generally issued by
a politically controlled/elected government. In most European countries, this is the
case. In North America, however, it isn't. Both Canada and the USA have delegated
the authority to determine whether or not a specific veterinarian should be allowed
to practice. And they delegated that authority to the trade union for that profession
- the Veterinary Associations!
It basically means that a veterinarian in North America cannot freely speak his mind.
If he says something in public that does not please his trade union, this association
can revoke his rights to make a living by pulling his license to practice! And there
are numerous examples of it happening...
A trade union has really only one purpose: to secure the financial interest of the
majority of its members. It has no agenda for serving the public - and the public
has no way of influencing the way it is managed. Veterinary Associations are no
exception.
How veterinarians make a living
There is nothing wrong in making money by providing a professional service. Many
experts do this: architects, lawyers, doctors, dentists, engineers, accountants, etc.
However, in the case of veterinarians, there are some huge conflicts of interest
embedded in this...
Could you imagine what would happen if the Association of Accountants was
responsible for collecting our taxes? Of what about the Bar Association being in
charge of the Police? And what if you could only get a driver's license if you were a
member of American Automobile Association? Yes - it is absurd - and has no way of
leading to anything that even smells like protection of the individual's rights or the
public's best interest!
There are tons of examples of unions arranging devastating strikes that hold the
public hostage for what they claim is a reasonable financial demand from their side.
Bus strikes. Postal strikes. Teachers' strikes. You name the examples! Don't fool
yourself into believing that those trade unions care much about you - unless you are
a paying member!

Face it: veterinarians do not make much money if your dog is healthy!
Unless they can make you accept paying for preventive services, such as
vaccinations. Granted, a vet can also make money by selling dog food - and by
selling all kinds of other products, like flea prevention, heart worm prevention, etc.
The sales reps from the big companies will be more than happy about educating
your vet on how to do that!
This is one of the associations' primary activities: providing information for their
members about why their clients should buy into all this prevention... What better
ways can they find to support their members' business?
But here is the catch: What if this prevention is not warranted in your area?
Heartworm is a classic example. There are many areas in North America where it is
well know that heartworm is unable able to live. Many states and provinces simply
don't have any! Nevertheless, veterinarians in those areas still promote it by
scaring their clients into believing that heartworm is a major threat to their dogs...
Vaccination, the same thing: there is a ton of proof that yearly re-vaccinations are
not only redundant, but actually outright harmful to our dogs. Yet, the associations
still put pressure on their members for promoting the necessity of yearly revaccinations! Even the US government can see the absurdity in this and asked the
American Veterinary Association to revise their policy on this. But the association
refused! It gave only one explanation: it would cost their members too much lost
revenue... This was in April 2003.
Another example is Lyme Disease. It is transferred to dogs via a certain species of
tick. Veterinary associations in Western Canada have been publishing big ads,
warning people about Lyme disease by referring to the fact that those ticks have
been identified in local parks where people walk their dogs. But no word about the
fact that not a single one of those ticks in the entire province has ever been seen to
actually carry the disease - the closest case known was half a continent away...
And why does your veterinarian always want to sell you Hill's Science Diet? Well,
you should know that the associations, in general, have a vested financial interest in
many of the products a veterinarian can sell to clients (Veterinary Associations are
major shareholders in Hill's Science diet...), and they get paid by the manufacturer
for promoting those products... (In fact, the manufacturers often have to bribe
those associations to accept at least condoning their product, as the associations
have the power to ban their members from using them! There are many examples
of this happening, both in North America and Europe.)
The pet food manufacturers and the pharmaceutical companies also run "incentive
programs" for practicing veterinarians. Those programs are basically giving the vet
a nice commission of all sales, but in addition to a plain commission, the vet gets
some significant cash bonuses when his/her sales reach certain numbers! This is of
course, an excellent incentive for the vet to sell more of that product - whether or
not the clients actually need it...

Now, what if some of this preventative medication, like heartworm control,
vaccination, artificial pet food, etc. had some long-term side effect that would be
harmful for your dog?
Well, the truth is that your vet would make even more money on that - first, on
selling the drugs, next on treating your dog for the side effects... Besides, he could
not be blamed for unethical practice, because he was following the general advice of
his trade union, which is the ultimate authority in the area!
How you stay in charge...
Despite all this, I still believe there are some honest vets around who have strong
enough ethics to maintain a desire to do the best they can for your dog, also longterm.
The problem is that they are being
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And, just to nail the point home: if a vet does not like this, but wants to object to it
and call the bluff, he will very quickly be in a situation of having no license to
practice. He will then have to sue his association for wrongful cancellation of his
membership, and the chances of winning that case 2-3 years later, when he has no
income in all that time and cannot afford a lawyer, are slim indeed...
Veterinary associations have the same power over veterinarians as the communist
party had over Russians in the times of the Soviet Union.
I guess you can see now why you have very good reasons to question what your
veterinarian tells you is "the right thing to do" for your dog. And that is exactly
what I encourage you to do: ASK QUESTIONS! Don't take anything for granted
that does not make sense to you. Get all the information you need before you make
your decision, and do not be shy of taking charge. After all, it is your money - and
your dog. And your responsibility....
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